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The completely revised and only authorized Labs and Study Guide for the Cisco
Networking Academy Program CCNA Exploration curriculum.
Accessing the WAN CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide John Rullan
Accessing the WAN, CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide is designed to
support your learning the technologies and network services required by
converged applications as taught in Version 4 of the Cisco® Networking
Academy® CCNA® Exploration curriculum. Each chapter contains a Study Guide
section and a Labs and Activities section. Study Guide The dozens of exercises
in this book help you learn the concepts and configurations crucial to your
success as a CCNA exam candidate. Each chapter is slightly different and
includes multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended questions designed to
help you Review vocabulary Strengthen troubleshooting skills Boost configuration
skills Reinforce concepts Research topics Labs and Activities The Labs and
Activities sections include all the online curriculum labs plus some additional
activities to ensure that you have mastered the practical skills needed to succeed
in this course. Hands-On Labs-This icon identifies the hands-on labs created for
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each chapter. Work through all the Basic, Challenge, and Troubleshooting labs to
gain a deep understanding of the CCNA knowledge and skills needed to
ultimately succeed on the CCNA Certification Exam. Packet Tracer Activities-This
icon identifies exercises created by the author for you to challenge yourself on
specific tasks using Packet Tracer, a powerful network simulation program
developed by Cisco. Packet Tracer Companion-This icon identifies the
companion activities that correspond to each hands-on lab. You'll use the Packet
Tracer to complete a simulation of the hands-on lab. Packet Tracer Skills
Integration Challenge-Each chapter concludes with a culminating activity called
the Packet Tracer Skills Integration Challenge. These challenging activities
require you to combine several skills learned from the chapter-as well as
previous chapters and courses-to successfully complete one comprehensive
exercise. John Rullan has been a Cisco Instructor since 1998. He teaches
CCNA, CCNP®, and network security courses to students and teachers
throughout the New York City Department of Education system. Use this book
with: Accessing the WAN, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide ISBN-10:
1-58713-205-2 ISBN-13: 978-158713-205-6 Companion CD-ROM The CD-ROM
provides all the Packet Tracer Activity, Packet Tracer Companion, and Packet
Tracer Challenge files that are referenced throughout the book as indicated by
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the icons. These files work with Packet Tracer software v4.1, which is available
through the Academy Connection website. Ask your instructor for access to the
Packet Tracer software. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy
Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this series support and complement the
Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
Designing and Supporting Computer Networks, CCNA Discovery Learning Guide
is the official supplemental textbook for the Designing and Supporting Computer
Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Discovery
curriculum version 4. In this course, the last of four in the new curriculum, you
progress through a variety of case studies and role-playing exercises, which
include gathering requirements, designing basic networks, establishing proof-ofconcept, and performing project management tasks. In addition, within the
context of a pre-sales support position, you learn lifecycle services, including
upgrades, competitive analyses, and system integration. The Learning Guide,
written and edited by instructors, is designed as a portable desk reference to use
anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and organize your
time. The Learning Guide’s features help you focus on important concepts to
succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by answering
the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms—Refer to
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the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each
chapter. The Glossary defines each key term. Summary of Activities and
Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated exercises
at the end of each chapter. Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness
with the end-of-chapter questions that match the style of questions you see in the
online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. Challenge
Questions and Activities—Apply a deeper understanding of the concepts with
these challenging end-of-chapter questions and activities. The answer key
explains each answer. Hands-on Labs—Master the practical, hands-on skills of
the course by performing all the tasks in the course labs included in Part II of the
Learning Guide. Portfolio Documents—Develop a professional network design
portfolio as you work through real-life case studies. All the course portfolio
documents and support materials are provided for you in this Learning Guide and
on the CD-ROM. How To—Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn
to perform certain tasks. Interactive Activities—Reinforce your understanding of
topics with exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with
this icon. The files for these activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Packet
Tracer Activities—Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer
exercises interspersed throughout some chapters. The files for these activities
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are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Packet Tracer v4.1 software developed by
Cisco is available separately. Hands-on Labs—Master the practical, hands-on
skills of the course by working through all 71 labs in this course included in Part II
of the book. The labs are an integral part of the CCNA Discovery
curriculum—review the core text and the lab material to prepare for all your
exams. Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on how to get
access to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print book.** The CDROM includes Interactive Activities Packet Tracer Activity files All Portfolio
documents IT Career Information Taking Notes Lifelong Learning This book is
part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this
series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
Routing Protocols and Concepts CCNA Exploration Companion Guide Routing
Protocols and Concepts, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the official
supplemental textbook for the Routing Protocols and Concepts course in the
Cisco Networking Academy® CCNA® Exploration curriculum version 4. This
course describes the architecture, components, and operation of routers, and
explains the principles of routing and the primary routing protocols. The
Companion Guide, written and edited by Networking Academy instructors, is
designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere. The book’s
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features reinforce the material in the course to help you focus on important
concepts and organize your study time for exams. New and improved features
help you study and succeed in this course: Chapter objectives–Review core
concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each
chapter. Key terms–Refer to the updated lists of networking vocabulary
introduced and turn to the highlighted terms in context in each chapter.
Glossary–Consult the comprehensive glossary with more than 150 terms. Check
Your Understanding questions and answer key–Evaluate your readiness with the
updated end-of-chapter questions that match the style of questions you see on
the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. Challenge
questions and activities–Strive to ace more challenging review questions and
activities designed to prepare you for the complex styles of questions you might
see on the CCNA exam. The answer key explains each answer. Rick Graziani
has been a computer science and networking instructor at Cabrillo College since
1994. Allan Johnson works full time developing curriculum for Cisco Networking
Academy. Allan also is a part-time instructor at Del Mar College in Corpus Christi,
Texas. How To–Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform
certain tasks. Packet Tracer Activities– Explore networking concepts in activities
interspersed throughout some chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1 developed by
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Cisco®. The files for these activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Also
available for the Routing Protocols and Concepts Course: Routing Protocols and
Concepts CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10: 1-58713-204-4
ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-204-9 Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the
ebook on how to get access to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this
print book.** The CD-ROM provides many useful tools and information to support
your education: Packet Tracer Activity exercise files v4.1 A Guide to Using a
Networker’s Journal booklet Taking Notes: a .txt file of the chapter objectives
More IT Career Information Tips on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is
part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press®. The products
in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy online
curriculum.
Contributions by Rick Graziani and Bob Vachon.
The CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator is a single-user software package. It
helps users develop and improve hands-on configuration and troubleshooting
skills without the investment in expensive lab hardware. This state-of-the-art,
interactive simulation software enables you to practice your networking skills with
hundreds of structured labs designed to help you learn by doing, the most
effective method of learning. Experience realistic network device responses as
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you perform each lab, which include detailed instructions, topology diagrams,
critical thinking questions, hints, and answers. Working through the labs, you will
quickly become proficient with all the common Cisco IOS router and switch
commands on the CCNA exam. Unlike other simulators on the market, the lab
scenarios included in the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator are far more
complex, challenging you to learn how to perform real-world network
configuration and troubleshooting tasks.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Introduction to Networks Companion Guide v6 is the official supplemental
textbook for the Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking
Academy® CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum. The course introduces the
architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the Internet and
computer networks. The principles of IP addressing and fundamentals of
Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are introduced to provide a foundation
for the curriculum. By the end of the course, you will be able to build simple
LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches, and implement IP
addressing schemes. The Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk
reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and
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organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on important concepts to
succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by answering
the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter Key Terms—Refer to
the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each
chapter. Glossary—Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250
terms. Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this
complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter.
Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-ofchapter
questions that match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes.
The answer key explains each answer.
LAN Switching and Wireless CCNA Exploration Companion Guide Wayne Lewis,
Ph.D. LAN Switching and Wireless, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the
official supplemental textbook for the LAN Switching and Wireless course in the
Cisco Networking Academy CCNA® Exploration curriculum version 4. This
course provides a comprehensive approach to learning the technologies and
protocols needed to design and implement a converged switched network. The
Companion Guide, written and edited by a Networking Academy instructor, is
designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere. The book’s
features reinforce the material in the course to help you focus on important
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concepts and organize your study time for exams. New and improved features
help you study and succeed in this course: Chapter objectives: Review core
concepts by answering the questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key
terms: Refer to the updated lists of networking vocabulary introduced and turn to
the highlighted terms in context in each chapter. Glossary: Consult the all-new
comprehensive glossary with more than 190 terms. Check Your Understanding
questions and answer key: Evaluate your readiness with the updated end-ofchapter questions that match the style of questions you see on the online course
quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. Challenge questions and
activities: Strive to ace more challenging review questions and activities designed
to prepare you for the complex styles of questions you might see on the CCNA
exam. The answer key explains each answer. Wayne Lewis is the Cisco
Academy Manager for the Pacific Center for Advanced Technology Training
(PCATT), based at Honolulu Community College. How To: Look for this icon to
study the steps that you need to learn to perform certain tasks. Packet Tracer
Activities: Explore networking concepts in activities interspersed throughout some
chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1 developed by Cisco. The files for these
activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Also available for the LAN
Switching and Wireless course: LAN Switching and Wireless, CCNA Exploration
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Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10: 1-58713-202-8 ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-202-5
Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on how to get access to
the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM
provides many useful tools and information to support your education: Packet
Tracer Activity exercise files A Guide to Using a Networker’s Journal booklet
Taking Notes: A .txt file of the chapter objectives More IT Career Information Tips
on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is part of the Cisco Networking
Academy Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this series support and
complement the Cisco Networking online curriculum.
The ultimate hands-on guide to IT security and proactivedefense The Network Security Test
Lab is a hands-on, step-by-stepguide to ultimate IT security implementation. Covering the
fullcomplement of malware, viruses, and other attack technologies, thisessential guide walks
you through the security assessment andpenetration testing process, and provides the set-up
guidance youneed to build your own security-testing lab. You'll look inside theactual attacks to
decode their methods, and learn how to runattacks in an isolated sandbox to better understand
how attackerstarget systems, and how to build the defenses that stop them.You'll be
introduced to tools like Wireshark, Networkminer, Nmap,Metasploit, and more as you discover
techniques for defendingagainst network attacks, social networking bugs, malware, and
themost prevalent malicious traffic. You also get access to opensource tools, demo software,
and a bootable version of Linux tofacilitate hands-on learning and help you implement your
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newskills. Security technology continues to evolve, and yet not a week goesby without news of
a new security breach or a new exploit beingreleased. The Network Security Test Lab is the
ultimateguide when you are on the front lines of defense, providing themost up-to-date
methods of thwarting would-be attackers. Get acquainted with your hardware, gear, and test
platform Learn how attackers penetrate existing security systems Detect malicious activity and
build effective defenses Investigate and analyze attacks to inform defense strategy The
Network Security Test Lab is your complete, essentialguide.
Network Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the official supplemental
textbook for the Network Fundamentals course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA®
Exploration curriculum version 4. The course, the first of four in the new curriculum, is based
on a top-down approach to networking. The Companion Guide, written and edited by
Networking Academy instructors, is designed as a portable desk reference to use anytime,
anywhere. The book’s features reinforce the material in the course to help you focus on
important concepts and organize your study time for exams. New and improved features help
you study and succeed in this course: Chapter objectives–Review core concepts by answering
the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key terms–Refer to the updated
lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter.
Glossary–Consult the comprehensive glossary with more than 250 terms. Check Your
Understanding questions and answer key–Evaluate your readiness with the updated end-ofchapter questions that match the style of questions you see on the online course quizzes. The
answer key explains each answer. Challenge questions and activities–Strive to ace more
challenging review questions and activities designed to prepare you for the complex styles of
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questions you might see on the CCNA exam. The answer key explains each answer. How
To–Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks. Packet
Tracer Activities– Explore networking concepts in activities interspersed throughout some
chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1 developed by Cisco. The files for these activities are on the
accompanying CD-ROM. Also available for the Network Fundamentals Course Network
Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10: 1-58713-203-6 ISBN-13:
978-1-58713-203-2 Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on how to get
access to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM
provides many useful tools and information to support your education: Packet Tracer Activity
exercise files v4.1 VLSM Subnetting Chart Structured Cabling Exploration Supplement Taking
Notes: a .txt file of the chapter objectives A Guide to Using a Networker’s Journal booklet IT
Career Information Tips on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is part of the Cisco
Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press®. The products in this series support and
complement the Cisco Networking Academy online curriculum.
31 Days Before your CCNA Exam, Second Edition, offers you a personable and practical way
to understand the certification process, commit to taking the exam, and finish your preparation
using a variety of Foundational and Supplemental study resources. The book breaks down key
exam topics into 31 daily review sessions using short summaries, lists, tables, examples, and
graphics. A Study Resources section provides you with a quick reference for locating more indepth treatment of a day’s topics within the relevant Foundational and Supplemental
resources. Use this day-by-day guide to organize, prepare, and review all the CCNA®
objectives. The features of the book empower you to fit exam preparation into an otherwise
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busy schedule: Tear out visual calendar summarizes each day’s study topics Checklist
highlights important tasks and deadlines leading up to your exam Description of the 640-802
CCNA exam organization and sign up process, includes how to use a voucher Strategies from
the author help you to be mentally, organizationally, and physically prepared for exam day
Conversational tone, making your study time more enjoyable Allan Johnson entered the
academic world in 1999 after ten years as a business owner and operator. He has a passion
for teaching and holds both an MBA and an M.Ed in occupational training and development.
Allan currently works full time developing CCNA instructional support and training materials.
Category: Cisco® Certification
Introduction to Networks (CCNA v7) Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk
reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the Introduction to Networks
course and organize your time. The book's features help you focus on important concepts to
succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives - Review core concepts by answering the focus
questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms - Refer to the lists of networking
vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary - Consult the
comprehensive Glossary with more than 250 terms. Summary of Activities and Labs Maximize your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end
of each chapter. Check Your Understanding - Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter
questions that match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer
key explains each answer. How To - Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to
perform certain tasks. Interactive Activities - Reinforce your understanding of topics with
dozens of exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this icon.
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Videos - Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Packet Tracer Activities Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer. There are 40 exercises
interspersed throughout the chapters and provided in the accompanying Labs & Study Guide
book. Part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press, books in this series
support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
The ultimate guide to the new CCNA voice network administrator certification exam The new
CCNA Voice exam tests candidates on their ability to implement a Cisco VoIP solution.
Network administrators of voice systems will appreciate that the CCNA Voice Study Guide
focuses completely on the information required by the exam. Along with hands-on labs and an
objective map showing where each objective is covered, this guide includes a CD with the
Sybex Test Engine, flashcards, and entire book in PDF format. The new CCNA Voice
certification will be valuable for administrators of voice network systems using Cisco VoIP
solutions From Sybex, the leading CCNA publisher, this guide offers in-depth coverage of
every exam objective and the technology developed by Cisco for VoIP systems Covers the
components of the Cisco Unified Communications Architecture as well as PSTN and VoIP
components and technologies Shows how to configure gateways, voice ports, and dial peers
Demonstrates how to configure a Cisco network to support VoIP and implement voicemail CDROM includes the Sybex Test Engine, flashcards, and entire book in PDF format CCNA Voice
Study Guide will thoroughly prepare candidates for the new CCNA Voice certification. Note:
CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Your complete guide to building your information technology career in any economy The IT
Career Builder's Toolkit features market-focused skills and proven methods you can use to
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jump-start and advance your career. While other books cover just the mechanics of preparing
your résumé, writing a cover letter, and interviewing, this book provides all that plus additional
insight from IT career development expert, Matt Moran, to help you plan and create a
rewarding IT career over the long term. The toolkit approach allows you to use this book to suit
your unique needs: Are you new to the IT field? Benefit by reading the book cover to cover.
Just need to fine-tune your IT career? Choose a topic and dive in. Understand and prepare for
the various and changing factors that affect your career in both positive and negative ways.
Learn how to Present the value of your technical skills in the job market Position yourself as
the primary commodity of your career Remove the guesswork out of job searches Highlight onthe-job skills and gain meaningful professional exposure The companion CD-ROM includes
career management tools such as résumé and cover letter templates, forms to track important
contacts, and self-assessment tools. Start or further your consulting career with sample
proposals, opportunity tracking forms, and a time-tracking and billing database. Financial tools,
including budget and cash-flow summary worksheets, help you gain financial well-being. Use
the Value-Added Technologist presentation to gain a clear understanding of the career-building
process and how to use the toolkit to build a dynamic career. Most of all, have fun! Every year,
people advance along the path to career stardom. Let Matt help you to be one of them through
his career philosophy “Do not accept mediocrity as a career objective–demand more of
yourself.” “I want you to see the [toolkit] techniques as one more set of skills to adopt in your
overall career development program. They are skills, just like your technical skills, that you will
use daily during your career. Just as you adopt new technical skills, use the toolkit to define
those soft skills that you must learn and put to use. The result will be a more well-rounded and
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complete professional skill-set.” ~ Matthew Moran, from the Introduction Companion CD-ROM
The CD-ROM contains valuable tools, forms, spreadsheets, and documents that work with the
Toolkit to help you master key areas of your career development.
Cisco has announced big changes to its certification program. As of February 24, 2020, all
current certifications will be retired, and Cisco will begin offering new certification programs.
The good news is if you’re working toward any current CCNA certification, keep going. You
have until February 24, 2020 to complete your current CCNA. If you already have
CCENT/ICND1 certification and would like to earn CCNA, you have until February 23, 2020 to
complete your CCNA certification in the current program. Likewise, if you’re thinking of
completing the current CCENT/ICND1, ICND2, or CCNA Routing and Switching certification,
you can still complete them between now and February 23, 2020. Complete CCENT
preparation with hands-on practice and robust study aids The CCENT Study Guide, 3rd Edition
offers complete conceptual and practical study tools for the Cisco Certified Entry Networking
Technician exam. Written by networking expert Todd Lammle, this study guide provides
everything you need to pass the CCENT with flying colors. 100% coverage of the all exam
objectives includes detailed discussion on IP data networks, IPv4 and IPv6 addressing,
switching and routing, network security, and much more. Todd draws on 30 years of
experience to give you practical examples and real-world insights that go way beyond exam
prep, and plenty of hands-on labs help you gain experience with important tasks. The Sybex
interactive online learning tools include a pre-assessment test to show you how much you
already know, two bonus ICND-1 practice exams to test your understanding, and hundreds of
sample questions and over 100 flashcards provide quick review. The CCENT is the entry-level
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certification for those looking to break into the networking field. As a part of the CCNA
certification process, the exam is comprehensive—and a comprehensive study guide is
essential. This study guide helps you develop the skills and knowledge you need to be
confident on exam day. Review all CCENT exam objectives Access online study tools and
practice ICND1 exams Get hands-on experience with dozens of labs Master switching and
routing, troubleshooting, security, and more Don't bother parsing technical references or trying
to figure it out yourself. This book allows you to learn and review with networking's leading
authority, with clear explanations, practical instruction, and real-world insight. When you're
ready for the next step in your career, the CCENT Study Guide, 3rd Edition gets you on track
to succeed on the CCENT exam.
The completely revised and only authorized Labs and Study Guide for the Cisco Networking
Academy Program CCNA 2 Exploration curriculum.

If your job is to design or implement IT security solutions or if you’re studying for any
security certification, this is the how-to guide you’ve been looking for. Here’s how to
assess your needs, gather the tools, and create a controlled environment in which you
can experiment, test, and develop the solutions that work. With liberal examples from
real-world scenarios, it tells you exactly how to implement a strategy to secure your
systems now and in the future. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials
are not included as part of eBook file.
A systems analysis approach to enterprise network design Master techniques for
checking the health of an existing network to develop a baseline for measuring
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performance of a new network design Explore solutions for meeting QoS requirements,
including ATM traffic management, IETF controlled-load and guaranteed services, IP
multicast, and advanced switching, queuing, and routing algorithms Develop network
designs that provide the high bandwidth and low delay required for real-time
applications such as multimedia, distance learning, and videoconferencing Identify the
advantages and disadvantages of various switching and routing protocols, including
transparent bridging, Inter-Switch Link (ISL), IEEE 802.1Q, IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, and
BGP4 Effectively incorporate new technologies into enterprise network designs,
including VPNs, wireless networking, and IP Telephony Top-Down Network Design,
Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to designing enterprise
networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world
examples, it teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to
campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN links, and large-scale internetworks. You
will learn to analyze business and technical requirements, examine traffic flow and QoS
requirements, and select protocols and technologies based on performance goals. You
will also develop an understanding of network performance factors such as network
utilization, throughput, accuracy, efficiency, delay, and jitter. Several charts and job aids
will help you apply a top-down approach to network design. This Second Edition has
been revised to include new and updated material on wireless networks, virtual private
networks (VPNs), network security, network redundancy, modularity in network
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designs, dynamic addressing for IPv4 and IPv6, new network design and management
tools, Ethernet scalability options (including 10-Gbps Ethernet, Metro Ethernet, and
Long-Reach Ethernet), and networks that carry voice and data traffic. Top-Down
Network Design, Second Edition, has a companion website at
http://www.topdownbook.com, which includes updates to the book, links to white
papers, and supplemental information about design resources. This book is part of the
Networking Technology Series from Cisco Press¿ which offers networking
professionals valuable information for constructing efficient networks, understanding
new technologies, and building successful careers.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Routing
and Switching Essentials v6 Companion Guide Routing and Switching Essentials v6
Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Routing and Switching
Essentials course in the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Routing and Switching
curriculum. This course describes the architecture, components, and operations of
routers and switches in a small network. The Companion Guide is designed as a
portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the
course and organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on important
concepts to succeed in this course: · Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by
answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. · Key
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Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context
in each chapter. · Glossary—Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250
terms. · Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete
list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter. · Check Your
Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-ofchapter questions that match
the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains
each answer. · How To—Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to
perform certain tasks. · Interactive Activities—Reinforce your understanding of topics
with dozens of exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this
icon. · Packet Tracer Activities—Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet
Tracer exercises interspersed throughout the chapters and provided in the
accompanying Labs & Study Guide book. · Videos—Watch the videos embedded within
the online course. · Hands-on Labs—Work through all the course labs and additional
Class Activities that are included in the course and published in the separate Labs &
Study Guide. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco
Press. Books in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy
curriculum.
The only Cisco authorized textbook and portable desk reference for the CCNA 1 and 2
course in the Networking Academy
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's CCNA exam, 640-801. This Study
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Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's Cisco certification
candidates. In addition to the engaging and accessible instructional approach that has
earned author Todd Lammle the "Best Study Guide Author" award in CertCities
Readers' Choice Awards for two consecutive years, this updated fifth edition provides:
In-depth coverage of every CCNA exam objective Expanded IP addressing and
subnetting coverage More detailed information on EIGRP and OSPF Leading-edge
exam preparation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:
Network planning & designing Implementation & operation LAN and WAN
troubleshooting Communications technology
A must-have study guide for exam 640-911 on Cisco's UnifiedData Center The Cisco
Certified Network Associate Data Center certificationis Cisco's newest certification,
covering the Cisco Unified DataCenter technologies. Written by unparalleled author and
Ciscoauthority Todd Lammle, and CCIE John Swartz, this comprehensivestudy guide is
essential reading for anyone preparing to take the640-911 exam (Introducing Cisco
Data Center Networking), providingin-depth coverage of all the exam's objectives. In
addition, itoffers expanded coverage on key topics reflected on the exam. Addresses
understanding basic networking and ethernettechnologies Reviews the OSI and DoD
model and TCP/IP Transport Layer Covers basic IP routing technologies, layer 2
switchingtechnologies, and routing principles Provides an introduction to Nexus switch
as well as how toconfigure it CCNA Data Center Study Guide offers you access
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toadditional study tools, including bonus practice exams, electronicflashcards, a
searchable PDF of a glossary of terms. Plus, you willbe able to use the free nexus
simulator to perform all the hands-onlabs in the book.
Learn and implement network automation within the Enterprise network using Python 3.
This introductory book will be your guide to building an integrated virtual networking lab
to begin your Network Automation journey and master the basics of Python Network
Automation. The book features a review of the practical Python network automation
scripting skills and tips learned from the production network, so you can safely test and
practice in a lab environment first, various Python modules such as paramiko and
netmiko, pandas, re, and much more. You'll also develop essential skills such as
Python scripting, regular expressions, Linux and Windows administration, VMware
virtualization, and Cisco networking from the comfort of your laptop/PC with no actual
networking hardware. Finally, you will learn to write a fully automated and working
Cisco IOS XE upgrade application using Python. Introduction to Python Network
Automation uses a canonical order, where you begin at the bottom and by the time you
have completed this book, you will at least reach the intermediate level of Python
coding for enterprise networking automation using native Python tools. What You'll
Learn Build a proper GNS3-based networking lab for Python network automation
needs. Write the basics of Python codes in both the Windows and Linux environments.
Control network devices using telnet, SSH, and SNMP protocols using Python codes.
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Understand virtualization and how to use VMware workstation Examine virtualization
and how to use VMware Workstation Pro Develop a working Cisco IOS upgrade
application Who This Book Is For IT Engineers and developers, network managers and
students, who would like to learn network automation using Python.
Working at a Small-to-Medium Business or ISP CCNA Discovery Learning Guide
Working at a Small-to-Medium Business or ISP, CCNA Discovery Learning Guide is the
official supplemental textbook for the Working at a Small-to-Medium Business or ISP
course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Discovery curriculum version 4.1.
The course, the second of four in the new curriculum, teaches networking concepts by
applying them to a type of network you might encounter on the job in a small-to-medium
business or ISP. After successfully completing the first two courses in the CCNA
Discovery curriculum, you can choose to complete the CCENT® (Cisco Certified Entry
Network Technician) certification exam, which would certify that you have developed
the practical skills required for entry-level networking support positions and have an
aptitude and competence for working with Cisco routers, switches, and Cisco IOS®
Software. The Learning Guide, written and edited by instructors, is designed as a
portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the
course and organize your time. In addition, the book includes expanded coverage of
CCENT/CCNA exam topics. The book’s features help you focus on important concepts
to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by answering the
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focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms—Refer to the lists of
networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. The
Glossary defines each key term. Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study
time with this complete list of all associated exercises at the end of each chapter.
Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions
that match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key
explains each answer. Challenge Questions and Activities—Apply a deeper
understanding of the concepts with these challenging end-of-chapter questions and
activities. The answer key explains each answer. Hands-on Labs—Master the practical,
hands-on skills of the course by performing all the tasks in the course labs and
additional challenge labs included in Part II of the Learning Guide. Allan Reid is the
curriculum lead for CCNA and a CCNA and CCNP® instructor at the Centennial
College CATC in Toronto, Canada. Jim Lorenz is an instructor and curriculum
developer for the Cisco Networking Academy. How To—Look for this icon to study the
steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks. Interactive Activities—Reinforce your
understanding of topics with more than 30 different exercises from the online course
identified through-out the book with this icon. The files for these activities are on the
accompanying CD-ROM. Packet Tracer Activities— Explore and visualize networking
concepts using Packet Tracer exercises interspersed throughout most chapters. The
files for these activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Packet Tracer v4.1
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software developed by Cisco is available separately. Hands-on Labs—Master the
practical, hands-on skills of the course by working through all 42 course labs and 3
additional labs included in this book. The labs are an integral part of the CCNA
Discovery curriculum; review the core text and the lab material to prepare for all your
exams. Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on how to get access
to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM
includes Interactive Activities Packet Tracer Activity Files CCENT Study Guides IT
Career Information Taking Notes Lifelong Learning

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound
book. Introducing Routing and Switching in the Enterprise, CCNA Discovery
Learning Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Introducing Routing
and Switching in the Enterprise course in the Cisco® Networking Academy®
CCNA® Discovery curriculum version 4. The course, the third of four in the new
curriculum, familiarizes you with the equipment applications and protocols
installed in enterprise networks, with a focus on switched networks, IP Telephony
requirements, and security. It also introduces advanced routing protocols such as
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP) and Open Shortest Path
First (OSPF) Protocol. Hands-on exercises include configuration, installation, and
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troubleshooting. The Learning Guide’s features help you focus on important
concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by
answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key
Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in
context in each chapter. The Glossary defines each key term. Summary of
Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all
associated exercises at the end of each chapter. Check Your
Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that
match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer
key explains each answer. Challenge Questions and Activities—Apply a deeper
understanding of the concepts with these challenging end-of-chapter questions
and activities. The answer key explains each answer. Hands-on Labs— Master
the practical, hands-on skills of the course by performing all the tasks in the
course labs and additional challenge labs included in Part II of the Learning
Guide. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco
Press®. Books in this series support and complement the Cisco Networking
Academy curriculum.
The all-new and only authorized textbook for the new Cisco Networking Academy
Program CCNA Exploration Network Fundamentals curriculum.
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Reflecting the latest trends and developments from the information security field,
best-selling Security+ Guide to Network Security Fundamentals, Fourth Edition,
provides a complete introduction to practical network and computer security and
maps to the CompTIA Security+ SY0-301 Certification Exam. The text covers the
fundamentals of network security, including compliance and operational security;
threats and vulnerabilities; application, data, and host security; access control
and identity management; and cryptography. The updated edition includes new
topics, such as psychological approaches to social engineering attacks, Web
application attacks, penetration testing, data loss prevention, cloud computing
security, and application programming development security. The new edition
features activities that link to the Information Security Community Site, which
offers video lectures, podcats, discussion boards, additional hands-on activities
and more to provide a wealth of resources and up-to-the minute information.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Network Basics Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the
Network Basics course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing
and Switching curriculum. Using a top-down OSI model approach, the course
introduces the architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the
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Internet and computer networks. The principles of IP addressing and
fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are introduced to
provide a foundation for the curriculum. By the end of the course, you will be able
to build simple LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches, and
implement IP addressing schemes. The Companion Guide is designed as a
portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from
the course and organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on
important concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core
concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each
chapter. Key Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and
highlighted in context in each chapter. Glossary—Consult the comprehensive
Glossary with more than 250 terms. Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize
your study time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the
end of each chapter. Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with
the end-ofchapter questions that match the style of questions you see in the
online course quizzes. The answer key explains each answer. How To—Look for
this icon to study the steps you need to learn to performcertain tasks. Interactive
Activities—Reinforce your understanding of topics with more than 50 different
exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this icon.
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Videos—Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Packet Tracer
Activities—Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer
exercises interspersed throughout the chapters. Hands-on Labs—Work through all
68 course labs and Class Activities that are included in the course and published
in the separate Lab Manual.
The Cisco CCNA Exploration curriculum provides a comprehensive overview of
networking, from fundamentals to advanced applications and services. This
course emphasizes theoretical concepts and practical application, giving students
hands-on skills for designing, installing, operating, and maintaining real-world
networks. Networking Fundamentals is the first course in the CCNA Exploration
curriculum. While extensive online study resources and comprehensive textbooks
are available, many students and instructors have requested a low-cost printed
resource that can be used to study in places where Internet access may not be
available. This booklet is that resource. Drawn directly from the online curriculum,
it covers every skill and competency. This booklet enables students to study
offline, highlight key points, and take handwritten notes. All topics are correlated
directly to online web pages, helping students easily switch between offline and
online content. Gives CCNA Exploration students an inexpensive study resource
that can be read wherever Internet access isn't available Handy printed format
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lets students easily highlight and make notes Page correlations link directly to the
online curriculum Covers the latest version of CCNA Exploration Networking
Fundamentals, the first course in the CCNA Exploration curriculum
Network Basics is the first course of the updated CCNA v5 curriculum offered by
the Cisco Networking Academy. This course is intended for students how are
interested in pursuing a career in I.T. or networking. * *This course is intended for
students who are beginners in networking and pursuing a less technical career.
*Easy to read, highlight, and review on the go, wherever the Internet is not
available. *Extracted directly from the online course, with headings that have
exact page correlations to the online course
LAN Switching and Wireless CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide Allan
Johnson LAN Switching and Wireless, CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide
is designed to help you learn about and apply your knowledge of the LAN
switching and wireless topics from Version 4 of the Cisco® Networking
Academy® CCNA® Exploration curriculum. Each chapter contains a Study Guide
section and a Labs and Activities section. Study Guide The dozens of exercises
in this book help you learn the concepts and configurations crucial to your
success as a CCNA exam candidate. Each chapter is slightly different and
includes matching, multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended questions
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designed to help you Review vocabulary Strengthen troubleshooting skills Boost
configuration skills Reinforce concepts Research topics Packet Tracer
Activities—This icon identifies exercises interspersed throughout the Study Guide
section where you can practice or visualize a specific task using Packet Tracer, a
powerful network simulation program developed by Cisco. Labs and Activities
The Labs and Activities sections begin with a Command Reference table and
include all the online curriculum labs to ensure that you have mastered the
practical skills needed to succeed in this course. Hands-On Labs—This icon
identifies the hands-on labs created for each chapter. Work through all the Basic,
Challenge, and Troubleshooting labs as provided to gain a deep understanding
of CCNA knowledge and skills to ultimately succeed on the CCNA Certification
Exam. Packet Tracer Companion—This icon identifies the companion activities
that correspond to each hands-on lab. You use Packet Tracer to complete a
simulation of the hands-on lab. Packet Tracer Skills Integration Challenge—Each
chapter concludes with a culminating activity called the Packet Tracer Skills
Integration Challenge. These challenging activities require you to pull together
several skills learned from the chapter—as well as previous chapters and
courses—to successfully complete one comprehensive exercise. Allan Johnson
works full time developing curriculum for Cisco Networking Academy. Allan also
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is a part-time instructor at Del Mar College in Corpus Christi, Texas. Use this
book with: LAN Switching and Wireless, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide
ISBN-10: 1-58713-207-9 ISBN-13: 978-158713-207-0 Companion CD-ROM The
CD-ROM provides all the Packet Tracer Activity, Packet Tracer Companion, and
Packet Tracer Challenge files that are referenced throughout the book as
indicated by the icons. These files work with Packet Tracer v4.1 software, which
is available through the Academy Connection website. Ask your instructor for
access to the Packet Tracer software. This book is part of the Cisco Networking
Academy Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this series support and
complement the Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
CCENT Practice and Study Guide is designed with dozens of exercises to help
you learn the concepts and configurations crucial to your success with the
Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices Part 1 (ICND1 100-101) exam. The
author has mapped the chapters of this book to the first two Cisco Networking
Academy courses in the CCNA Routing and Switching curricula, Introduction to
Networks and Routing and Switching Essentials. These courses cover the
objectives of the Cisco Certified Networking Entry Technician (CCENT)
certification. Getting your CCENT certification means that you have the
knowledge and skills required to successfully install, operate, and troubleshoot a
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small branch office network. As a Cisco Networking Academy student or
someone taking CCENT-related classes from professional training organizations,
or college- and university-level networking courses, you will gain a detailed
understanding of routing by successfully completing all the exercises in this book.
Each chapter is designed with a variety of exercises, activities, and scenarios to
help you: · Review vocabulary · Strengthen troubleshooting skills · Boost
configuration skills · Reinforce concepts · Research and analyze topics
Accessing the WAN CCNA Exploration Companion Guide Bob Vachon Rick
Graziani Accessing the WAN, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the official
supplemental textbook for the Accessing the WAN course in the Cisco
Networking Academy CCNA Exploration curriculum version 4. This course
discusses the WAN technologies and network services required by converged
applications in enterprise networks. The Companion Guide, written and edited by
Networking Academy instructors, is designed as a portable desk reference to use
anytime, anywhere. The book’s features reinforce the material in the course to
help you focus on important concepts and organize your study time for exams.
New and improved features help you study and succeed in this course: Chapter
objectives: Review core concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the
beginning of each chapter. Key terms: Refer to the updated lists of networking
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vocabulary introduced and turn to the highlighted terms in context in each
chapter. Glossary: Consult the all-new comprehensive glossary with more than
250 terms. Check Your Understanding questions and answer key: Evaluate your
readiness with the updated end-of-chapter questions that match the style of
questions you see on the online course quizzes. The answer key explains each
answer. Challenge questions and activities: Strive to ace more challenging
review questions and activities designed to prepare you for the complex styles of
questions you might see on the CCNA exam. The answer key explains each
answer. Bob Vachon is the coordinator of the Computer Systems Technology
program and teaches networking infrastructure courses at Cambrian College in
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada. Bob has worked and taught in the computer
networking and information technology field for 25 years and is a scholar
graduate of Cambrian College. Rick Graziani teaches computer science and
computer networking courses at Cabrillo College in Aptos, California. Rick has
worked and taught in the computer networking and information technology field
for 30 years. How To: Look for this icon to study the steps that you need to learn
to perform certain tasks. Packet Tracer Activities: Explore networking concepts in
activities interspersed throughout some chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1
developed by Cisco. The files for these activities are on the accompanying CDPage 35/39
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ROM. Also available for the Accessing the WAN Course Accessing the WAN,
CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10: 1-58713-201-X ISBN-13:
978-1-58713-201-8 Companion CD-ROM **See instructions within the ebook on
how to get access to the files from the CD-ROM that accompanies this print
book.** The CD-ROM provides many useful tools and information to support your
education: Packet Tracer Activity exercise files A Guide to Using a Networker’s
Journal booklet Taking Notes: A .txt file of the chapter objectives More IT Career
Information Tips on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is part of the Cisco
Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press. The products in this series
support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy online curriculum.
bull; Content maps to new CCNA 3.0 curriculum bull; Additional chapters on
difficult topics bull; Expanded CD-ROM includes 500 CCNA test preparation
questions, instructional videos, PhotoZooms, and more e-Labs than previous
edition
Introduction to Networks Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook
for the Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy®
CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum. The course introduces the
architecture, structure, functions, components, and models of the Internet and
computer networks. The principles of IP addressing and fundamentals of
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Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are introduced to provide a foundation
for the curriculum. By the end of the course, you will be able to build simple
LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches, and implement IP
addressing schemes. The Companion Guide is designed as a portable desk
reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course and
organize your time. The book's features help you focus on important concepts to
succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives–Review core concepts by answering
the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter. Key Terms–Refer to
the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each
chapter. Glossary–Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 195
terms. Summary of Activities and Labs–Maximize your study time with this
complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter.
Check Your Understanding–Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter
questions that match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes.
The answer key explains each answer. Related Title: Introduction to Networks
Lab Manual ISBN-10: 1-58713-312-1 ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-312-1 How To–Look
for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks.
Interactive Activities–Reinforce your understanding of topics with more than 50
different exercises from the online course identified throughout the book with this
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icon. Videos–Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Packet
Tracer Activities–Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer
exercises interspersed throughout the chapters. Hands-on Labs–Work through all
66 course labs and Class Activities that are included in the course and published
in the separate Lab Manual. This book is part of the Cisco Networking Academy
Series from Cisco Press®. Books in this series support and complement the
Cisco Networking Academy curriculum.
As the demand for higher bandwidth has lead to the development of increasingly
complex wireless technologies, an understanding of both wireless networking
technologies and radio frequency (RF) principles is essential for implementing
high performance and cost effective wireless networks. Wireless Networking
Technology clearly explains the latest wireless technologies, covering all scales
of wireless networking from personal (PAN) through local area (LAN) to
metropolitan (MAN). Building on a comprehensive review of the underlying
technologies, this practical guide contains ‘how to’ implementation information,
including a case study that looks at the specific requirements for a voice over
wireless LAN application. This invaluable resource will give engineers and
managers all the necessary knowledge to design, implement and operate high
performance wireless networks. · Explore in detail wireless networking
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technologies and understand the concepts behind RF propagation. · Gain the
knowledge and skills required to install, use and troubleshoot wireless networks. ·
Learn how to address the problems involved in implementing a wireless network,
including the impact of signal propagation on operating range, equipment interoperability problems and many more. · Maximise the efficiency and security of
your wireless network.
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